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I. THE BASIC CONDITION OF THE PHILIPPINES TODAY
The basic condition of the Philippines today is that of a semi-colonial and semi-feudal country
dominated by the U.S. imperialists, the comprador bourgeoisie, the landlords and the bureaucrat
capitalists. These vested interests mercilessly exploit the broad masses of the people.
US imperialism and domestic feudalism are the main problems afflicting the whole nation and
from which the masses of the people aspire to be liberated.
The Philippine revolution against Spanish colonialism failed to achieve the goals of national
liberation and the elimination of feudalism. The flabby leadership of the ilustrados (liberal
bourgeoisie) failed to win the revolution by playing into the hands of U.S. imperialism which
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brutally massacred the Filipino people and deprived them of their national independence and
democratic rights in the course of the Filipino-American war and thereafter.
Since the beginning of this century, U.S. imperialism has made use of feudalism as its social
base in the Philippines. With the defeat of the old type of national democratic revolution, which
was imbued mainly with the ideas of liberalism, U.S. imperialism has succeeded in employing
domestic puppet forces to frustrate the revolutionary aspirations of the Filipino people and
deprive them of their national freedom, class freedom and individual rights.
U.S. imperialism has bred and made use of the comprador bourgeoisie as its principal agency in
perpetuating a semi-colonial and semi-feudal type of economy, culture and political system. The
landlord class has persisted as the most important ally of U.S. imperialism and the comprador
bourgeoisie in the perpetuation of feudal and semi-feudal relations in the vast countryside. The
bureaucrat capitalists have also emerged under the imperialist tutelage for "self-government and
democracy" to perpetuate the dominance of U.S. imperialism, the local comprador bourgeoisie
and the landlord class in the present reactionary puppet state.
The combined oppression of US imperialism and feudalism involves the inequitable colonial
exchange of cheap local raw materials (sugar, coconut, abaca, logs and mineral ore) and finished
products imported chiefly from the United States and the investment of US surplus capital in the
Philippines chiefly to foster the semicolonial and semifeudal type of economy that exploits the
toiling masses of workers and peasants.
During the direct and indirect rule of U.S. imperialism in the Philippines, the Filipino toiling
masses have been exploited to serve the excessive hunger for profits of the U.S. monopoly
capitalists and the local reactionaries. The acute exploitation of the masses of workers and
peasants, a general state of backwardness in society and the corruption and brutality of the
bourgeois reactionary state characterize the Philippines today.
The Filipino working class has significantly grown in number and experience since the later
period of Spanish colonial rule. But its further growth has been stunted because of the limitations
on local industrialization and emphasis on raw-material production and, lately, on mere reassembly plants, new plantations, mines and businesses in the grip of foreign monopoly
capitalism. The Filipino working class has suffered extremely low wages and the whole nation
has suffered lack of opportunity and the remittance of super-profits from the Philippines by
foreign monopolies and heavy indebtedness to imperialist banks.
Despite the emphasis on raw-material production, there is the stagnation of Philippine agriculture
and the exploitation of poor peasants and farm workers in areas where feudalism persists; and in
areas where modern plantations are in operation both regular and seasonal agricultural workers
also suffer low wages and sub-human levels of working and living conditions.
The rural poor, composed mainly of poor peasants, farm workers and poor fishermen; and the
urban poor, composed mainly of workers, peddlers, poor handicraftsmen and the unemployed
living in city slums, comprise together more than 90 per cent of the population. Though they are
the overwhelming majority in the Philippines, they are now the most deprived and oppressed
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politically, economically, socially and culturally. They are the vast source of revolutionary
power against foreign and feudal exploitation.
The urban petty bourgeoisie also suffers from the state of foreign and feudal exploitation.
Though it lives in relatively better comfort than the urban and rural poor, its very limited and
usually fixed income is subject to the pressure of foreign and feudal exploitation. It can easily be
won over to the side of the revolution because it is not free from the abuses of the state on its
livelihood and democratic rights.
The national bourgeoisie is the most wealthy of the forces that may be won over to the side of
the revolution. It is restricted by foreign and feudal domination in its goal of nationalist
industrialization. Though it wishes to lead the patriotic and progressive classes through its
entrepreneurship and its political actions, its kind of class leadership has already been surpassed
historically by the revolutionary class leadership of the working class. The vacillating dual
character of the national bourgeoisie should be recognized by the working class while working
for a national united front of all patriotic and progressive classes, groups and individuals under
the leadership of the working class.
At this stage of Philippine history and world history, it no longer suffices to have the old type of
national democratic revolution. The era of imperialism has long invalidated the leadership of the
bourgeoisie. An exceedingly high stage of the world proletarian revolution has been achieved
with the ascendance of Mao Tsetung Thought, the acme of Marxism-Leninism in this era. The
Communist Party of the Philippines itself can never hope to lead the Filipino people if it does not
rid itself of modern revisionism or the black bourgeois line, particularly of the Lavas and the
Tarucs, that has marked its history.
The national bourgeoisie and the urban petty bourgeoisie, the latter especially, are allies of the
working class within the national united front but they have long become inadequate at leading
the Philippine revolution in the era of imperialism as demonstrated as early as the start of the
armed conquest of the Philippines by U.S. imperialism when the liberal bourgeois leadership
capitulated.
The class leadership in the Philippine revolution is now in the hands of the working class. A
proletarian revolutionary leadership, guided by Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, is
what makes the people's democratic revolution a new type of national democratic revolution. We
are now in the world era in which U.S. imperialism is heading for total collapse and socialism is
advancing to worldwide victory. By adopting Mao Tsetung Thought as the supreme guide for
our revolutionary actions, we cleanse the vanguard Party of its weaknesses (as presented by the
document of the rectification, Rectify Errors and Rebuild the Party") and strengthen it to become
the invincible force at the core of the revolutionary mass movement.
The Communist Party of the Philippines is now re-established and rebuilt as a Party of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. It is the most advanced detachment of the Filipino working
class leading the Philippine revolution forward. It strives to be a well-disciplined Party armed
with the theory of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, using the method of criticism and
self-criticism and closely linked with the masses of the people. It wields the two weapons of
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armed struggle and the national united front to deal death blows at U.S. imperialism and
feudalism.
There is only one road which the working class under the leadership of the Communist Party of
the Philippines must take. It is the road of armed revolution to smash the armed counterrevolution that preserves foreign and feudal oppression in the Philippines. In waging armed
revolution, the working class must rely mainly on the mass support of its closest ally, the
peasantry. The peasantry is the main force of the people's democratic revolution. Without the
peasantry's support, without waging an agrarian revolution that responds to the peasantry's
struggle for land, no genuine and formidable people's army can be built and no revolutionary
base area can be established. The peasant struggle for land is the main democratic content of the
present stage of the Philippine revolution.
From the countryside, the people's democratic forces encircle the cities. It is in the countryside
that the enemy forces are first lured in and defeated before the capture of the cities from the
hands of the exploiting classes. It is in the countryside that the weakest links of the reactionary
state are to be found and the people's democratic forces can surround them tactically before
defeating them strategically. It is in the countryside that the people's army can accumulate
strength among the peasants by combining armed struggle, agrarian revolution and the building
of revolutionary base areas. The Party and the people's army must turn the backward villages
into advanced military, political and economic and cultural bastions of the people's democratic
revolution.
A true national united front exists only when it is founded on the alliance of the working class
and the peasantry and such alliance has been strongly welded by armed struggle, by the creation
of a people's army mainly among the peasants by the working class party, the Communist Party
of the Philippines. A true united front is one for carrying out armed struggle. The urban petty
bourgeoisie can join such a united front. The national bourgeoisie can also lend direct and
indirect support to it although it always carries its dual character, its contradicting progressive
and reactionary aspects. In a national united front of workers, peasants, urban petty bourgeoisie
and the national bourgeoisie, the proletarian revolutionary party can best guarantee its leadership,
independence and initiative only by having the people's army firmly at its command.
In the countryside, a revolutionary anti-feudal united front must also be created. The working
class must rely mainly on the poor peasants and farm workers, then win over and unite with the
middle peasants and neutralize the rich peasants. In its close alliance with the masses of poor
peasants and farm workers, the working class undertakes armed struggle, agrarian revolution and
the building of revolutionary base areas to build the strong foundations of people's democracy.
While the old democratic leadership of the bourgeoisie no longer applies to the Philippine
revolution at this historical stage, the working class and the Communist Party of the Philippines
cannot accomplish both democracy and socialism at one blow. While on a world scale socialism
has already taken firm roots with the People's Republic of China as its main bulwark, the Party
must first achieve a new type of national democratic revolution, a people's democratic revolution
in the concrete semi-colonial and semi-feudal conditions of the Philippines, before reaching the
stage of socialist revolution. Socialism cannot be immediately achieved when the Filipino people
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under the leadership of the working class still have to liberate themselves the foreign and feudal
oppression.
However, the people's democratic revolution rejects the old liberal leadership of the bourgeoisie.
U.S. imperialism has long made use of the jargon of liberal democracy to deceive the people. In
upholding proletarian revolutionary leadership, the Party does not mean that socialism shall be
achieved without passing through the stage of national democracy. Neither does it mean that
such progressive strata of local bourgeoisie as the petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie
have no more place in the revolution. They do have a role to play as national-democratic allies of
the working class. Indeed, people's democracy is a new type of democracy because of its
proletarian, instead of bourgeois, leadership. But this proletarian revolutionary leadership
assumes the present democratic task of waging protracted peasant war, an agrarian revolution,
and organizing a national united front of workers in alliance with the peasantry, the urban petty
bourgeoisie, the intelligentsia and the national bourgeoisie. The proletarian revolutionary
leadership and the worker-peasant alliance are the most important links between the stage of the
people's democratic revolution and the stage of socialist revolution.
The immediate and general programme of the Filipino people and the Communist Party of the
Philippines is a people's democratic revolution and the long-term maximum programme is
socialism. It is dishonest, demagogic and utopian to insist that socialism is the immediate goal
under conditions that the people are still dominated and exploited by U.S. imperialism and
domestic feudalism.
In the political field, the Communist Party of the Philippines advances the revolutionary
leadership of the working class, fights to overthrow the reactionary bourgeois regime and all
reactionary classes supporting it and, in its stead, establishes a people's democratic state system,
a coalition or united front government of the working class, peasantry, the urban petty
bourgeoisie and national bourgeoisie. In the economic field, the Party fights for a self-reliant
economy, a just and prosperous people's livelihood and a national industry and trade
emancipated from foreign monopoly capitalism and feudalism which have restricted and
exploited the productive efforts of the people including patriotic businessmen, industrialists and
petty producers. In the field of culture and education, the Party fights for the development of a
national, scientific and mass culture and education. In the military field, the Party commands and
builds up a people's army that serves as the mainstay of the national and social liberation
movement and, consequently, of the people's democratic state system.

II. PROGRAMME FOR A PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION
The Communist Party of the Philippine is determined to implement its general programme for a
people's democratic revolution. All Filipino Communists are ready to sacrifice their lives for the
worthy cause of achieving the new type of democracy, of building a new Philippines that is
genuinely and completely independent, democratic, united, just and prosperous. We are all
keenly aware that the present bourgeois state and the reactionary classes that it serves will never
surrender their political and economic power without a fight.
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The Party is highly conscious that in rebuilding itself as the principal instrument of the leading
class and in building a united front of all patriotic and progressive forces, it must build a strong
people's army that can weld together the workers and peasants and destroy the local reactionary
state and the interventionist forces of U.S. imperialism.
The Communist Party of the Philippines is the core of the revolutionary mass movement against
foreign and feudal oppression and for the establishment and consolidation of a people's
democratic state. In the exercise of its leadership, the Party hereunder states ten guidelines for its
general programme:
1. Destroy the Forces of US Imperialist and Feudal Oppression in the Philippines
National sovereignty and democracy can never be obtained without the destruction of the forces
of U.S. imperialism and domestic feudalism whose basic interests lie in the continued national
and class enslavement and exploitation of the Filipino people. The overriding interest of the
Filipino people now is to fight for national liberation and people's democracy. They must take
the road of armed revolution to defeat the armed counterrevolution; and all patriotic and
progressive classes, parties, groups and individuals must be aroused and mobilized to isolate and
then destroy the power and influence of the U.S. imperialists, the comprador bourgeoisie, the evil
gentry, the bureaucrat capitalists and all their political and armed agents. The political power and
influence of these exploiters can be isolated, destroyed and replaced by both waging the armed
struggle and building the national united front. As a proletarian revolutionary party, the
Communist Party of the Philippines should not be tied down by legalist and parliamentary
struggle. The Party should concentrate on building up the people's democratic power in the
countryside before seizing the cities and, simultaneously, on discrediting the monopolization of
political power by the bourgeois political parties, like the Nacionalista Party, the Liberal Party
and others, which actually perpetuate the same single party of class interests.
2. Establish a People's Democratic State and a Coalition or United Front Government
The ultimate goal of the people's democratic revolution is the establishment of a people's
democratic state and a coalition or united front government. The people's democratic state is
under the leadership of the working class and it includes the participation of all democratic
classes, i.e., the workers, peasants, petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie. Its
government is a coalition or united front of all democratic classes. In the course of the protracted
people's war, a national liberation front may be created to combine all available forces and
elements to isolate and destroy the enemy and prepare for a democratic coalition government. In
the meantime, while a nationwide coalition government cannot yet be established, the masses of
workers and peasants under the proletarian revolutionary leadership can establish an armed
independent regime in the countryside where they shall learn to govern themselves, defend and
advance their independence and democratic gains and manage well their relations with all friends
and sympathizers. The armed independent regime is the nucleus of the People's Democratic
Republic of the Philippines.
3. Fight for National Unity and Democratic Rights
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The firmest national unity founded mainly on the basis of the class interest of the workers and
peasants must be created. On this popular basis, all patriotic and progressive classes, groups and
individuals shall enjoy political and economic rights that U.S. imperialism and feudalism have
deprived them of. Individual initiative and enterprise on the part of fishermen, handicraftsmen,
intellectuals, the urban petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie shall be respected,
encouraged and assisted. All efforts shall be exerted by the state, cooperative and private sectors
to provide every citizen a decent livelihood. All democratic classes, groups and their members
shall enjoy all such democratic rights as freedom of domicile, person, thought, belief, religion,
speech and assembly in a democratic bill of rights. The interests and rights of overseas Filipinos
shall be protected; they shall be allowed to have the amplest contact with their kith and kin in the
Philippines or to return from the United States or elsewhere.
4. Follow the Principle of Democratic Centralism
The national government shall have central authority over the local government at various levels.
The government, however, shall base its decisions on the needs and aspirations of the broad
masses of the people and the lower levels of government. This is centralized leadership based on
democracy guided by centralized leadership. At every level of the government (barrio,
municipality, city or district, provincial, regional), there shall be elected representative bodies
where decisions are taken democratically for every corresponding area. A lower representative
body shall be subordinate to a higher representative body. Any part of the government shall be
subordinate to the people's revolutionary congress which represents nationally the sovereign
Filipino people. In all elections or voting on any question, the rule of the majority shall be
followed.
5. The People's Liberation Army
There can be no people's democratic state without a people's army whose principal and most
essential function is to defend and secure it. The people's army, composed mainly of fighters
from the peasantry, must be under the leadership of the working class and the Communist Party
of the Philippines. The most pressing task of the people's army now is to defeat and destroy the
reactionary imperialist-created and imperialist-supported Armed Forces of the Philippines and all
other kinds of armed power in the hands of the exploiting classes and the reactionary state at all
levels. The people's democratic government can be established only with the triumphant advance
of the people's army. The people's army shall be a fighting force, a propaganda force and a
productive force closely linked with the masses of the people. It constantly strengthens itself
ideologically, politically and organizationally with Mao Tsetung Thought. The armed strength of
the people's army includes its regular mobile troops, the guerrilla units, and the militia and selfdefense corps and armed city partisans. The Party should see to it that troops are wellprovisioned and the welfare of the families of fighters are well taken care of.
6. The Land Problem
The main content of the people's democratic revolution is the struggle of the peasants for land.
The people's democratic revolution must satisfy the basic demands of the poor peasants and farm
workers for land. The agrarian revolution is the necessary requirement for the vigorous conduct
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of the armed struggle and the creation and consolidation of revolutionary base areas. Land shall
be distributed free to the landless. Usury and all other feudal evils shall be wiped out. Plantations
and estates already efficiently operated on a mechanized basis shall be converted into state farms
where agricultural workers shall establish proletarian power and provide themselves with better
working and living conditions. In the whole countryside, mutual aid teams and mutual labor
exchange systems shall be created as the initial steps towards higher forms of agricultural
cooperation. Through agricultural cooperation, production shall be raised and be well-planned,
the sale of produce shall be assured at the best price possible and welfare services guaranteed.
The higher purchasing power of the peasantry shall allow the ceaselss expansion of industrial
production. The basis of the national economy shall be agriculture because it fulfills the food and
raw material requirement of expanding industrialization and because it is mainly the peasantry
that absorbs the products of industrialization.
7. The Problem of Industry
Foreign monopoly capitalism and feudalism which have hindered the growth of national industry
are firmly opposed by the people's democratic revolution. All efforts towards the growth of
national industry as the leading factor of the economy shall be mustered by the people's
democratic government. There shall be three sectors in the national economy: the state sector, the
cooperative sector and the private sector. All major sources of raw materials and energy, all
heavy and basic industries and all nationalized enterprises shall be run by the state sector. The
private sector run by patriotic entrepreneurs and merchants shall be given assistance and support
by the people's democratic government. All peasants, fishermen and handicraftsmen shall be
encouraged to organize themselves into cooperatives so as to increase their productivity and
assure themselves of a ready market. While building up the state and cooperative sectors of the
economy as factors of proletarian leadership and socialism, the people's democratic government
shall encourage and support all private initiative in industry so long as this does not monopolize
or adversely affect the people's livelihood. The people's democratic government shall exercise
regulation of capital only to protect the people's livelihood and guarantee a people's democracy.
8. The Problem of Culture, Education and the Intellectuals
A people's democratic cultural revolution is necessary to rid the nation of the stultifying
dominance of imperialist and feudal culture and education. It must advance instead a national,
scientific and mass culture truly serving the interests of the people. It shall see to it that the
educational system and the mass media are securely in the hands of the people's democratic
forces. Education at all levels shall be free, irrespective of class, religion, creed, sex or color. It
shall promote the national language as the principal medium of communication in Philippine
society. It shall give full encouragement and support to scientific experiment and technological
progress. It shall see to it that the national language, art and literature shall be given
revolutionary content and relate the revolutionary struggles of workers, peasants, soldiers and
other participants of the revolution. Old forms as well as foreign forms of art and literature may
be adopted so long as these can be given revolutionary content and suit the national aspirations
of the people. The working class assumes leadership in the field of culture and education in line
with its leading revolutionary role. But it welcomes wholehearted support of intellectuals for the
revolution. All democratic intellectuals are given all the opportunity to serve the people and
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remould their own thinking. While freedom of thought and religion shall be accorded respect,
proper safeguards shall be taken to keep this freedom from being systematically employed to
resist the people's democratic revolution or hurt the people's interests. In the course of the
protracted people's war, the Party shall transform backward villages into cultural bastions of the
Philippine revolution. Illiteracy and superstition among the masses shall be wiped out and the
scientific spirit of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought shall prevail.
9. The Problem of National Minorities
National minorities in the Philippines have been abused and grossly neglected. U.S. imperialism,
the local reactionary government and the Christian churches have too long regarded the national
minorities as mere objects of bourgeois charity and Christian proselytization. The four-million
people belonging to the national minorities, especially those of Mindanao and the mountain
provinces, can be powerful participants in the revolutionary overthrow of U.S. imperialism and
feudalism. The bourgeois government, reactionary scholars and Christian chauvinists talk loud
about national integration but they stand in reality for the exploiting classes that are the main
sources of abuse and oppression. The main concern of the national minorities is land; the abuses
of landlords, loggers and landgrabbers; and exploitation in mines and plantations. A new type of
leadership, a revolutionary one must be encouraged to rise among them so as to supplant the
traditional leadership that has failed to protect them and has merely contributed to and
participated in their exploitation. With regard to naturalized Filipinos and foreign nationals, the
class approach must be firmly taken so as to do away with "Malay" racism and chauvinism.
Residents or citizens of Chinese ancestry are very often the target of racist and chauvinist attacks
launched by the U.S. imperialists, modern revisionists and other local reactionaries in line with
their anti-China, anti-communist and anti-people policy. The Kuomintang comprador big
bourgeoisie should be thoroughly exposed and attacked for its class position and for the fact that
it is an accomplice of U.S. imperialism, modern revisionism and all reaction.
10. The Problem of Foreign Policy
The foreign policy of the Philippine bourgeois government is dictated by U.S. imperialism and
the internal reactionary classes. The diplomatic relations and foreign trade of the Philippines is
dictated upon by the United States, together with its reactionary allies like resurgent militarist
Japan. Relations with the revisionist states have been initiated only because of the permission
granted by the United States which recognizes modern revisionism as its chief accomplice in
maintaining neo-colonialism throughout the world, including the Philippines. The imperialists
and the modern revisionists are maintaining all-round cooperation to save puppet states like the
reactionary puppet state in the Philippines. The only true basis for an independent and active
foreign policy is the overthrow of the internal power of U.S. imperialism and its local lackeys in
the Philippines, and the abrogation of all treaties, executive agreements and statutes that define
"special relations" with the U.S. government and its imperialist allies. The people's democratic
government shall truly broaden its foreign policy by opening diplomatic and trade relations with
its powerful neighbor and friend, the People's Republic of China, and all other countries willing
to have relations in the spirit of mutual respect for national sovereignty and on the basis of
equality and mutual benefit. The people's democratic government shall give moral and material
support to the revolutionary movements of oppressed peoples abroad and shall maintain the
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firmest alliance with genuine socialist states like the People's Republic of China and the People's
Republic of Albania. It shall be inspired by the principle of proletarian internationalism and
guided by the policy of the international united front. It regards the People's Republic of China as
an iron bastion of the world proletarian revolution and as a reliable friend of all oppressed
peoples, including the Filipino people.

III. OUR SPECIFIC PROGRAMME
Our general programme will fundamentally remain unchanged during the entire stage of the
people's democratic revolution. But from phase to phase during this general stage, our specific
and immediate demands shall change.
Hereunder are our specific and immediate demands:
In the Political Field
1. Attack, isolate and destroy the bourgeois reactionary state, the U.S. imperialists, the landlords
and all local tyrants in our country until their doom;
2. Establish the armed independent regime and develop the people's ability in the conduct of the
governmePurge our ranks of modern revisionists and all other opportunists who sabotage our
revolutionary efforts and expose the bankruptcy of bourgeois legalism and parliamentarism;
4. Campaign for a people's democratic constitution and demand the revocation of the bourgeois
constitution and all counterrevolutionary laws, executive agreements and treaties;
5. Expose the curtailment of the political rights of workers, peasants, intellectuals and patriotic
citizens who fight against foreign and feudal oppression, and allow the free operation of or
support every democratic party or mass organization;
6. Fight the rise of fascism and use of murder and all other forms of intimidation against the
people and their revolutionary and democratic leaders and organizations;
7. Punish the evil gentry and corrupt government officials and subject them to public trial by the
people's court whenever possible;
8. Replace or re-organize the barrio councils and promote the leadership of the poor peasants and
farm workers through revolutionary barrio committees;
9. Cooperate with all organizations and groups that can help build the national united front and
isolate the die-hard enemies of the people's democratic revolution; andbr>
10. Assure low-ranking officials and rank-and-file employees in the reactionary government that
they shall be reintegrated into the people's democratic government so long as they do not
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participate directly in the commission of public crimes and so long as they secretly cooperate
with the revolutionary movement.
In the Economic Field
1. Render ineffective the Parity Amendment, the Laurel-Langley Agreement, the Economic and
Technical Cooperation Agreement, the Agreement Relating to Entry Rights of American Traders
and Investors, Agricultural Commodities Agreement and the Investment Incentives Law and all
other such legal instruments that bind our country economically to U.S. imperialism and all its
local lackeys, and reject the old and new loan agreements made by the bourgeois reactionary
government, including the "aid" agreements;
2. Encourage the people and the national bourgeoisie to build a self-reliant economy and at the
same time confiscate foreign goods that depress or eliminate the local production of goods by
patriotic Filipino citizens while urging the broad masses of the people to boycott imperialist
businesses and consumer goods;
3. Outlaw bureaucrat capital and all property gained through corrupt and criminal means;
4. Help improve the livelihood of workers, peasants, farm workers, fishermen and
handicraftsmen by exercising price control in base areas and providing work for the unemployed;
and organize the peasants, fishermen and handicraftsmen into elementary cooperative units
(mutual aid teams and labor exchange systems) and support every movement for the economic
emancipation of the people;
5. Compel the reduction of rent and interest rates in guerrilla zones and abolish rent in the
liberated areas, abolish exorbitant taxes and miscellaneous levies and establish a consolidated
progressive tax, collecting a fair agricultural tax and also a fair business tax from the petty and
the national bourgeoisie;
6. Help the workers in the factories, mines, plantations, transportation lines and offices to
conduct strikes successfully;
7. Expose the deceptive and reactionary character of the Magna Carta of Labor, the Agricultural
Land Reform Code and such other bourgeois measures pretending to support the economic and
social struggle of the exploited masses;
8. Protect and encourage Filipino-owned commerce and industry by providing market
guarantees, protection, credit and tax relief;
9. Support the national minorities in their fight against landlords, landlords, landgrabbers, mining
companies, logging concessionaires and plantations; and
10. Safeguard the people's health and expand medical services.
In the Military Field
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1. Organize and train units of the people's army; armed propaganda teams, guerrilla units, regular
mobile troops, militia and armed city partisans;
2. Campaign against the U.S. military bases and U.S. military assistance and all treaties (U.S.R.P. Military Bases Treaty, Military Assistance Pact and Mutual Defense Treaty, the SEATO,
etc. ) that bind the reactionary government and army to the U.S. imperialists, and also against the
anti-democratic intent of "civic action," the "Peace Corps" and other counter-insurgency projects
of the U.S. imperialists;
3. Destroy the military units of the reactionary government and of the US imperialists and
capture useful military equipment;
4. Punish the spies and all subversive agents (especially members of the CIA and DIA) of U.S.
imperialism and their local reactionary cohorts;
5. Campaign against the drafting of youth, workers and peasants by the reactionaries for military
camp training and service and also against the P.M.T., R.O.T.C. and Philippine Military
Academy because of their reactionary orientation;
6. Eliminate cattlerustling and piracy, banditry and all other activities that prey on the poor;
7. Destroy the terror squads like the Home Defense Corps and the "Monkees", and disarm and
disband the bodyguards of bureaucrat capitalists, civilian guards of landlords and strike-breakers;
8. Organize the oppressed national minorities to take up arms against imperialist and feudal
oppression;
9. Wage a war of annihilation but exercise leniency on captured combatants so as to demoralize
the enemy; and
10. Cooperate with all other armed movements or groups fighting against imperialist and feudal
oppression.
In the Cultural Field
1. Develop a national, scientific and mass culture responsive to the needs and aspirations of the
Filipino people;
2. Campaign against imperialist and feudalist or Church control and influence over the
educational system and mass media;
3. Propagate the national language as the principal medium of instruction and communication;
4. Develop a people's democratic culture and put revolutionary content in art and literature while
combatting the decadent literature of "universal humanism," pessimism, escapism, class
reconciliation and all other pernicious bourgeois trends;
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5. Combat Christian chauvinism against the national minorities;
6. Support the progressive movements and actions among students, teachers and all intellectuals;
7. Guarantee the better livelihood of teachers and other staff members of educational institutions
and guarantee academic freedom;
8. Respect the freedom of thought and religious belief and use patient persuation in gathering
support for the people's democratic revolution;
9. Denounce imperialist study and travel grants; and
10. Fight for free education at all levels and wipe out illiteracy and superstition among the
masses and rouse them to a revolutionary and scientific spirit.
In the Field of Foreign Policy
1. Base Philippine foreign policy on the Filipino people's sovereignty and self-reliance, and
cooperate with all friendly revolutionary people's governments and movements on the basis of
mutual respect and mutual benefit;
2. Fight against all unjust treaties and agreements imposed by U.S. Imperialism;
3. Develop the firmest relations with the People's Republic of China, People's Republic of
Albania and all revolutionary governments and peoples;
4. Support the revolutionary struggles of all oppressed peoples in Asia, Africa and Latin
America; and all neighboring oppressed peoples of Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Thailand,
Kalimantan Utara, Malaya, Burma, Korea and others;
5. Expose the United Nations as a tool of U.S. imperialism and its revisionist renegade
accomplices in the crime of neo-colonialism;
6. Oppose every treacherous maneuver of all revisionist states and parties in their collaboration
with U.S. imperialism;
7. Resist the attempt of US imperialism to make use of Japan and the revisionist renegade clique
led by the Soviet Union as tools in the exploitation of the Philippines;
8. Oppose such "regional" arrangements as the Asian Development Bank, Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Asian Pacific Council (ASPAC), and the like that
reinforce the SEATO and other longstanding instruments of US imperialism in the region;
9. Campaign against the imperialist advisers and survey missions in the bourgeois reactionary
government; and
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10. Uphold the spirit of proletarian internationalism and the policy of the international united
front.

IV. CONDITIONS FOR REVOLUTION ARE EXCELLENT
The objective conditions for the implementation of our general and specific programmes are
excellent. U.S. imperialism, modern revisionism and all reactionary forces are receiving crushing
blows from the oppressed peoples of the world and are in a state of disintegration. This is indeed
the era when imperialism is heading for total collapse and socialism is advancing to worldwide
victory.
Increasingly, armed struggles in the countryside of the world, Asia, Africa and Latin America,
are ever intensifying and expanding to tear apart and destroy the overextended power of U.S.
imperialism and all its reactionary allies. In the close vicinity of the Philippines, the tide of
people's war is ever rising under the powerful inspiration of Mao Tsetung Thought. The heroic
peoples of Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, Indonesia, Burma, Malaya and others are fighting U.S.
imperialism and feudalism. The Filipino people and the Communist Party of the Philippines are
fortunate to be within the storm center of the world proletarian revolution.
Because of its losses in the Vietnam war, because of its expensive but futile aid to its puppet
governments and because of its failure to further expand its foreign trade, U.S. imperialism is
rocked in its very heartland by a serious crisis that is now agitating the American workers and
youth, both Afro-American and White, who refuse to be carried away into imperialist wars of
expansion and to be abused economically and politically at home. The deepening internal and
external crisis of U.S. imperialism is clearly depriving the Filipino reactionaries of a significantly
great amount of imperialist protection and support.
The crisis of over-production severely afflicts the entire world capitalist system today and is
profoundly agitating its own working class and youth that it viciously exploits. All capitalist
countries are now engaged in cut-throat competition because each is trying to save itself from
economic and political crises at the expense of the other. Although all capitalist countries are
united in manipulating the revisionist renegade states and parties and shifting the burden of their
financial crisis on the backs of their colonies and semi-colonies, they only aggravate the hopeless
situation of their puppets and intensify the aspirations of the oppressed peoples to be freed of
their imperialist yoke.
Modern revisionism spearheaded by the Soviet revisionist clique is failing to be an effective
accomplice of U.S. imperialism in their mutual crime of neo-colonialism. The Soviet revisionist
renegade bloc is fast disintegrating. The Soviet aggression against the Czechoslovak people has
demonstrated the treacherous character of modern revisionism. While U.S. imperialism and
Soviet social-imperialism collude in claiming their respective spheres of influence, they also
struggle to redivide the same.
While U.S. imperialism and modern revisionism are in deep crisis, the People's Republic of
China has consolidated itself as an iron bastion of socialism and the world proletarian revolution
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by carrying out the epochal Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and by holding aloft Mao
Tsetung Thought to illumine the road of armed revolution throughout the world. Also, in the
Eastern European heartland of modern revisionism, the People's Republic of Albania stands forth
as an advance post of the world proletarian revolution and Mao Tsetung Thought and is
encouraging all the oppressed peoples and Marxist-Leninists there to rebel against the ruling
revisionist renegade cliques.
The most significant development in the entire history of the Filipino people so far is the reestablishment and rebuilding of the Communist Party of the Philippines as a party of Mao
Tsetung Thought. This occurs at a time when world and national conditions are extremely
favorable for revolution under the leadership of the proletariat.
The Philippine reactionary state can no longer rely on the "unlimited" support of the crisisstricken U.S. imperialism and the world capitalist system. What the United States and other
capitalist powers are vainly trying to do is to shift the burden of their economic and financial
crisis on the backs of colonies and semi-colonies like the Philippines. This will only aggravate
the foreign and feudal oppression of the Filipino people and will only goad them to take up arms.
The Philippine reactionary state is increasingly unable to rule in the old way. Armed opposition
to it by the Filipino people under the leadership of the Communist Party of the Philippines is sure
to doom foreign and feudal oppression. It is both a patriotic and internationalist duty to fight U.S.
imperialism and all its reactionary allies. Defeat of U.S. imperialism and modern revisionism and
all domestic reactionaries in the Philippines is bound to have far-reaching world significance
because our country has long served as a bastion of all these evils in this part of the world.
Ratified by the Congress of Reestablishment of the Communist Party of the Philippines
26 December 1968

[From: http://www.philippinerevolution.net/cgi-bin/cpp/pdocs.pl?id=pdr_e;page=01 (archived Dec. 31, 2008)]
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